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Bissamcuttack, a village with a population of about 9000,
located in Rayagada, district of Odisha is a mountainous
region rich in natural resources but also plagued by underdevelopment.
It was in this region that the 63-year-old Christian Hospital,
Bissamcuttack (CHB) was formed in the year 1953 by Dr. Elisabeth
Madsen.  After reading about the pathetic and
grim health situation of southern Orissa, she
decided to move to the region and develop a
better health care for its residents.

The 200-bedded multi-disciplinary mission hospital began in the veranda of a church in
Bissamcuttack, where Madsen was seeing patients.  Later as the demands grew, she was joined by
Dr. Virendra Kumar Henry, a surgeon from Chhattisgarh and his wife Nancy, a nurse from Ohio in
the year 1975. Together they put in several systems which eventually made the hospital self
sufficient. Over the years they started a nursing school, a community health project covering more than 50 Adivasi
Villages and night classes using bilingual educational methods.  In 1980, a second community health project was started
in Dakulguda village, by the nursing department, under Nancy’s supervision. In the year 1986, the New Life English
Medium School was introduced thus providing education to the people of the village.

Dr. Johnny Oommen came to CHB in the year 1987 and later in 1993 joined the Community Health Department. During
that year, there were two small ongoing projects; one run by the nurses which focussed on mother and child care in nine
villages. The second was a community health project, revamped and re-focussed in 1994 under the operational name
MITRA – an acronym for Madsen’s Institute for Tribal and Rural Advancement. In MITRA, there was a team of ten,
mostly from the local people. The work included running village clinics, adult literacy programmes and tree plantation
drives.

Under Dr. Johnny’s supervision, the health conditions were getting better  and there were visible  developments in the
village. The focus on education became a central factor to the betterment of the society. The MITRA team arranged for
an educated tribal youth to reside in the village for a year, to run a school for children during the day and for adults at night.

The key activities of MITRA include:
MITRA Primary Healthcare Programme
MITRA Malaria Control Initiative
MITRA Training & Resource Unit (M-TRU)
MITRA Residential School, Kachapaju (MRSK)
Milla Kahini Basa: which is a playschool and day-care
MITRA Community Health Insurance Programme (M-CHIP)
MITRA’s initiative for the older population and  MITRA youth initiative.

What once was a poverty stricken
neglected region has now flourished
to be a happy and self sufficient
society. CHB is now a 200-bed
hospital, employing 300 staff with a
School of Nursing that offers two
courses has 120 students from
different parts of Odisha. An average
of 15 surgeries and 10 deliveries are conducted per day, at highly subsidised costs.
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